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The Country Range | 

The Country Range J C Atkinson, a UK

The Country Range offers a selection of coffins 

which are made with sustainability in mind, for 

example, by using biodegradable materials, which 

are suitable for all types of natural or traditional 

burial and have also been tested for their 

suitability and are accepted for cremation.

This range of products has been tested against 

Global Warming Potential (GWP) carbon footprint 

criteria and offers a social and ethical benefit, 

be it to a community involved with their 

manufacture or through donations to 

Groundwork UK and tree tribute initiatives. 

The Country Range products encompasses all 

these values and offers a range of styles to suite 

all tastes. 
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“English Willow” 
Personalised Wicker Coffins

Made from willow grown in Somerset, 
each coffin is beautifully and caringly 
hand woven to order by a skilled 
craftsman.

These coffins can be completely 
personalised as the shape of the 
coffin, colour of the willow and 
different coloured bands and handles 
are chosen by the family to create a 
unique, special and personal tribute to 
their loved one.
The willow is harvested annually 
and grows from the same crown for 
up to 60 years.
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English Willow
Personalised Wicker Coffins
Made from willow grown and harvested in England. Each Coffin is caringly made to order and is hand woven 
by skilled craftsmen, ensuring that each Coffin is unique and special.

Personalisation options include your choice of;
- Curved-end Casket Shape or Traditional Coffin shape
- Natural Buff Willow, Barked Willow or Steamed Willow
- Woven Band & Block Colours
- Coloured Woven Willow handles or Hemp Rope handles.

All Coffins and Caskets are lined with a natural cotton lining.

*Oval Coffin shape in
Natural Buff & White Willow

*Traditional Coffin shape in
Buff & Steamed Willow
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Woven Willow handles Hemp Rope handles

*Oval Coffin shape woven
using coloured willow
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English Willow | Personalised Wicker Coffins

Blue Yellow White

Steamed Natural BarkedGreen Purple

Pink Fuchsia Pink

Orange

Willow Colour Options

Wooden Plaque

* radi ional Coffins wi h loc
or single colour ands
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“Daisy” Premium Woven 
Coffins

“Daisy” Premium Woven Coffins 
Daisy coffins are the natural and 
individual, alternative to the 
traditional style wood coffin. 
Designed primarily with softer 
lines and beauty, they still retain 
the strength, security and rigidity 
of a traditional wood coffin as 
they are woven onto a wooden 
frame. 

They are hand crafted and are all 
supplied with quality wood 
handles and they are 
manufactured with the 
environment in mind, using a 
natural cotton interior lining 
which ensures the coffin is 100% 
biodegradable. Daisy Premium 
Woven Coffins – a unique,  
alternative range of coffins 
manufactured to the highest 
standard
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The Country Range
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TM

Premium Woven Coffins
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a ural woven anana eaf Coffin on a wooden fra e  wi h na ural calico 
lining and an engraved wooden nameplate and wooden handles.

100% Biodegradeable

Hand Woven Design

Suitable for Cremation & Burial

Engraved Wooden Nameplate
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Banana Leaf - Coffin Shape*



a ural woven anana eaf Cas e  on a wooden fra e  wi h na ural calico 
lining  wooden handles and an engraved wooden na epla e

100% Biodegradeable

Hand Woven Design

Suitable for Cremation & Burial

Engraved Wooden Nameplate
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Daisy | Premium Woven Coffins

*Flowers not included

Banana Leaf - Casket Shape*
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Water Hyacinth - Coffin
Natural, hand woven water hyacinth on a wooden 
frame, with wooden handles, engraved wooden 
nameplate and fitted with a natural unbleached 
calico lining.
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a ural  hand woven wa er h acin h on a wooden fra e  wi h wooden 
handles  engraved wooden na epla e and fi ed wi h a na ural un leached 
calico lining. The rounded end provides a softer and more contemporary 
feel o his eau ifull  woven coffin

100% Biodegradeable

Hand Woven Design

Suitable for Cremation & Burial

Engraved Wooden Nameplate
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Daisy | Premium Woven Coffins

*Flowers not included

Water Hyacinth - 
Half Round Square End Casket
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Our  iodegrada le radi ional shaped coffins 
come in a choice of styles: Golden Wicker and Grey 
Wicker. The wicker is carefully woven onto a strong 
wooden l asia fra e and finished wi h espo e 
wooden handles and hand carved wooden peg screws.

ach coffin co es wi h an un leached calico lining 
and an engraved wooden nameplate.

Our Premium Wicker
coffins are made from Rattan. Rattan is a vine 
that grows around tree trunks and branches. By 
providing an alternative to loggers, the economic 
value of rattan can help protect forest land. It is 
much easier to harvest, as it requires only basic 
tools, and is easier to transport. It grows a lot faster 
than most tropical wood, making it a profitable crop 
for locals and the communities it supports.

TM
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Premium Wicker Coffins



Traditional Golden Wicker

Traditional Grey Wicker
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Daisy | Premium Woven Coffins

*Flowers not included
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Premium Bamboo Coffin
Created with hand woven bamboo panels, this traditional shape 
coffin comes with an elegant natural unbleached calico decorative 
interior, and engraved wooden nameplate.
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Natural Legacy by Hainsworth 
is a range of woollen coffins 
which offer a comforting and 
soft alternative to the 
traditional wood coffin.

Working closely with the British 
Wool Marketing Board, 
Hainsworth supports British 
Farmers by buying their wool 
through the Quality Assurance 
Scheme.

Natural Legacy offers a 
contemporary style with 
comfortable handling. Each 
coffin is completed with a 
personalised hand 
embroidered woollen name 
plate.
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Comforting Woollen Coffins
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* Flowers not included19



Swaledale Woollen Coffin 

hese coffins are ade in or shire using pure new wool  

suppor ed on a s rong rec cled card oard fra e  ool is a 

fi re ha  is o h sus aina le and iodegrada le  he in erior is 

generousl  lined wi h organic co on and a rac ivel  edged wi h 

u e  wi h e roidered woollen na epla e  vaila le in a ural 

whi e  or i es one gre
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Natural Legacy | Woollen Coffins

a ural whi e

i es one gre
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“Oasis” Fair Trade Woven Coffins

The Oasis Coffins enterprise has been 
set up in one of the most poverty-
stricken areas of Bangladesh, in 
Nilphamari, 500km north of Dhaka. Not 
only does this bring paid employment 
to the region, but also an upward social 
mobility and education opportunities for 
families and children connected to this 
project.
Representatives from Traidcraft, the 
UK’s largest Fair Trade organisation 
have conducted a rigorous assessment 
of the business on location in 
Bangladesh, and are pleased to 
endorse all of the coffins and urns 
produced by Oasis as Fair Trade. 
Ongoing assessments will be made to 
ensure that these high standards are 
maintained. Locally, Oasis is an active 
member of the Fair Trade Forum in 
Bangladesh.
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The Fair Trade Choice
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Natural Seagrass Coffin
Seagrass is a natural freshwater plant which is grown in 
abundance in the Noakhali district of Bangladesh. It is sun 
dried, spun and woven onto a bamboo frame to form this 
unique oval shaped coffin.

Oasis | Fair Trade Woven Coffins
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Woodland burial grounds are 
becoming ever more popular 
and provide a more natural and 
serene setting as a final resting 
place. They often involve the 
planting of a natural memorial 
rather than a traditional 
headstone, and have a strong 
focus on preserving the natural 
beauty of the environment. 

In response to this growing 
demand, we have created a 
selection of traditionally styled 
coffins manufactured from FSC 
certified wood, with a cotton 
lining and a choice of natural 
handles. Hand finished to the 
highest standard, these low 
impact coffins are perfect for 
woodland burial, cremation or 
burial in a traditional cemetery 
or churchyard.
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Woodland Coffins
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Traditional Woodland Coffins
A selection of traditionally styled woodland coffins, manufactured from FSC certified wood with a 
biodegradable cotton lining and natural handles.

Brighton
A crafted solid pine coffin with plain side panels and lid with crafted 
matching pine handles, elegant in its simplicity. Certified by the FSC and 
suitable for all types of Burial and Cremation. Fitted with Biodegradable 
Cotton lining.
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Heartwood | Woodland Coffins

The Woodland Whitby
A natural oak-style veneer coffin with oak matching mouldings to the lid and sides, with a natural finish and a 
choice of three natural handle options: Wooden bar, Wooden Rings and Rope. Certified by the FSC and suitable 
for all types of burial and cremation. Fitted with biodegradable cotton lining and frill, the deceased may be 
dressed in their own clothes or a matching cotton gown set.  Can be unpolished or satin. 

Wooden Bar Wooden Rings Rope Handles

(Please note where ring handles are 
requested, the satin finish is recommended.)
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Cardboard Coffin
A simple plain cardboard coffin manufactured from 
recycled cardboard.
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Woodland Memorial Pack
We can provide a Woodland Memorial Pack, which 
consists of a sapling trees, a wooden memorial marker 
and an engraved plate. This option allows you to plant 
a tree close by, perhaps in the family garden or similar 
location, in memory of the person who has been lost.



Traditional Wooden Coffins Personalised Picture Coffins

American Style Caskets Ashes Caskets & Urns
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